ART. 64]
SPHERICAL  SURFACE.
33
mentary and the distance indefinitely small. In applying therefore the form TF=p)Fm to a solid body we write pdv for m and take V to be the potential of the whole mass at the element dv.
In the same way, in finding the potential of a surface at a point JP on the surface we may omit the element contiguous to P if the surface density is finite. For, the potentials of similar areas at similarly situated points vary as the linear dimensions, and are zero when the areas become elementary.
63. It appears from the definition of potential that its dimensions are not the same as those of work. The potential of a particle whose mass is m at a point P distant r is mjr. If a particle of mass m! is situated at the point P, the mutual potential energy or work of these two particles is mm jr. The dimensions of potential are therefore mass divided by distance, those of work are, mass squared divided by distance.

Spherical Surface.
64. To find the potential of a thin uniform spherical shell at any point.
Let 0 be the centre of the shell, a the radius of either bounding surface, m the mass per unit of area. Let P be the point at which the potential is required, OP — r.
Taking on the surface of the shell an annulus QQ' whose axis is OP, let the angle
POQ = 0, and QP = u. Since the mass of the annulus is m . add . 2jra sin 9 by Pappus' theorem (Vol. I. Art. 413), the potential at P of. the., whole shell is
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Since u2 = r2 + a2 — 2ar cos 6, we have udu = ar sin 9 d6.
Substituting, we find V=
2?rma
: fdu.    If the point P is external to the surface as shown in the figure, the limits of u are u = PC to
= PCf, i.e. u = r — a to r + a.    In this case V —
If the
point P is_insidejbhe shell as at P', the limits of u are u = FO to u = P'O', i.e. u = a — r to a 4- r.    In this case F = 'R. s.   IT.

